Roland Hughes releases Lesedi: The Greatest Lie Ever Told
This book is both standalone and the middle work of the “Earth That Was” trilogy.
“Infinite Exposure” and “John Smith - Last Known Survivor of the Microsoft Wars” are
the beginning and end. It was written in response to fans wanting a bit more of “the
story in between.”
September 12, 2017 (FPRC) -- BOOK TWO in the "Earth That Was" Trilogy
LESEDI - in his country his name means 'the light' though he has never chosen to walk in it. A man
who has been driven by duty to himself now finds he must carry out one final duty for a country
which isn't even his. He has finally learned the meaning of a phrase he had uttered much of his life
"sucks to be you."
This book is both standalone and the middle work of the “Earth That Was” trilogy. “Infinite Exposure”
and “John Smith - Last Known Survivor of the Microsoft Wars” are the beginning and end. It was
written in response to fans wanting a bit more of “the story in between.”
The first wave of nuclear attacks from both terrorists and governments has happened though the
general public has yet to figure it out, most are too busy trying to survive to bother figuring it out. The
predicted extinction of all life did not happen possibly because many of the first attack detonations
occurred at our own nuclear power plants.
Follow his journey and those of the survivors he meets along the way to see if the Universe allows
them a brief bit of happiness or chooses to squash them like a bug. http://lesedi.us/
Purchase Links:
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/704101
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/lesedi-roland-hughes/1125791751?ean=2940154012451
BOOK THREE
What if the Mayans got the start of the end correct because they had survived it once before? What
if our written history was just as accurate as the old tale about three blind men describing an
elephant? What if classic science fiction writing and television shows each got a piece of it correct,
would you know which ones? If your eyes can only see a tiny portion of a collage do you know it is a
collage?
Fans of Babylon 5, Star Trek TNG, Battle Star Galactica (the new one) and classic science fiction
writing will enjoy the bountiful Easter Egg hunt contained within. When you were a child you learned
to connect paper clips or thread beads together to make a necklace. Sit back and watch the beads
you have had all your life form the picture you could not see. Consider for one second the possibility
of the story, then hang onto your mind with both hands while you take the ride.
http://johnsmith-book.com/
BOOK ONE
On the road to a bleaker future, is there still a chance to get it right?
An espionage novel written in 2008, the author has predicted stories that are now in today’s news
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headlines! This heavily researched work of fiction was written shortly after 9/11 and long before
identity theft or data breaches were in the news. Read and decide for yourself which is scarier, what
it says is coming or how much it has already gotten right?
This work of fiction uses historical information and relevant news stories to draw a line from post
9/11 through the off-shoring of IT jobs and the largest terrorist strike the free world has ever known
to the resulting nuclear war.
That, however, is not the interesting part of the story. How we got there is a far more interesting tale
indeed. Follow the story from post 9/11 to where it all went bad and see if you can find a way out,
not just for yourself, but for everyone. http://infiniteexposure.net/
About the author:
Roland Hughes is the president of Logikal Solutions, a business applications consulting firm
specializing in OpenVMS platforms and Qt on Linux. Hughes serves as a lead consultant with over
two decades of experience using computers and operating systems. With a degree in Computer
Information Systems, the author's experience is focused on systems across a variety of diverse
industries including heavy equipment manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, stock exchanges, tax
accounting, and hardware value-added resellers, to name a few. Working throughout these
industries has strengthened the author's unique skill set and given him a broad perspective on the
role and value of technology in industry. This book series is an effort to pass along some of his
insights and skills to the next generation.
For more information visit: http://www.logikalsolutions.com/
Contact Information
For more information contact Cindy Bauer of Authors Express Promotion
(http://authorsexpresspromotion.com)
816-723-0000
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